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DmlODUCTION 
t1I11:tormlty of a8.ea __ t8 and equit)" in the tuatioD of 811 tangibl. 
property within the stat. haa 1011g been the ideal 01" the people of utah" 
),,8t the history ot equalization and aBsessment 18 replete With the effective 
-bloek1Dg - b7 pre.sure groups - 01" the att aiDmen" of this ideal. Taxiag 
officials, 111 , ••• ral, aD4 stu4ents 01" taxa:tioll, in particular, have re-
peatea17 pointed out gr ••• inequaliti •• and rank tnjustiee. in our a88eSB-
ing 8)"8tem whiea should be correcte4. But, selfish interest plus ignoraee 
OD. the part 01" 1;11e taxpQ"er has, permitted the •• abuses to rell8.in ill our 
taxing 8Y8te... .An aeeld.ntal, hit-and-miSS, guess method. 01" aa •••• ing has 
'ev.loped. !h. taxpayer t not knowing of 8D.J' 87st _ or of the anplo1'Jl18!1t of 
a uniform. method, strikes out blindly aiJ the a •••• sor, the tax commission. 
and the eouty boar4. ot equalization. s.ekiilg avoiduce or his tax burden 
through und.rass .... nts, abat_ellts, or ra1ttanc8s. Thus, to achieve 
_,11it,. in taxation, 878tematic methoc!ls should be sub.tituted tor the present 
methods ot guess-work. 
'lh. purpose ot th 1s stuq is, ft rat J to det ermine whether or not th er. 
are major tendenCies in the present .,.stEII 01" a •• essing real. property ill 
the state that have resulted in important departures trom the intent ot the 
law ua not to pamt out minor variat ions from the standard ot uni to l"II1 t1 
in as.8ssment. Second, to determine the enent of these Tariationa from 
tlals stand.are!, to point out their probable cOllsequeDcd, u.d to ascertain 
what progress has been made in equ.aJ.lzatioD aDd us.ssm.ent luring the past 
'.ea4.. J.n4 third, to deTelop a plan tor asse •• 1l1g land which will tit· 1lltO 
ta. present govermaentaJ. institutions ud which _bodies certain 1\1n4a:m.-.tal 
prineiples tor the appraisals 01" land tor taxation purposes. 
1 
I. A HISTORY O:r '!BE PROBLEM 01' EQ,UALIZATION AIm ASSlSSlfD! 
The general pro:pert)" tax had 1ts origi. u.nder the prov1a1oaal state 
af Deseret in 1849. Prior to tIlat time the Ohurch of lesus Christ of 
I,&!i.tter-Day Saints had provided the necessU7 functions that are usuall)" 
pertor.mai by a"eiTil government. The tith1ng eollected bJ' this ecel.81a8M 
tic bo4y ereated a fund to detray- the e08t. of the neeesaary goverD.ment at 
that time. 
However, as the popula:t ion ot the territor)" grew, the Chureh toUDd 
that it was inadvisable to perform these tunci; iODS and reoommended and . 
spouor.4 the Provisional stat. of D •• eret. The matter or prov1ding revenllS 
fer this new govermDent did not appear ill the constitution ad W8.II appareD,tly 
lett up· to the people.1 In the charters granted to cit 1es, hoW'e ... er, 8I1thor-
ity was g1 ven to license, tax and rePlate busine.a in g •• ral, to tax real 
estate aa well as other Rroperty, fer the support ot the SchOO~8, aDd fin-
ally to leT)" a ,011 tax.2 
The members of the n .... state petitio.ed congress to admit Deseret 1nto 
the unioD., , •• ua1q, ot eourse, the finanCial bur'eD.. goiag alODg with .tat8-
'hOOd.3 When it was decided that instead of Deseret being adm1tte4 to the 
union it should be organized as the Territor,. of t1tall, the people appreciate' 
, the tixumeial ai4 promised to them bY' Congress under the terrItorial form 
of govermnant." In his first mesaast to tlle '1'erritorlal. Legislature on 
J'8,D.uary 5, ~a;2, Governor yoUng recommended that tues be cut to the mini-
mum: required for public expenditures, remarking that ,.h8 tedera.lgovermnent 
would bear many of the expense. Ulder the new form. ot organization.1 
1. utah Laws, 5th .. 12th Se.siona, p. 44. 
2. Utah LaWS, ~852, p. no. 
3. Utah Laws, 5th to 11th a •• sion., p. 5'1. 
4r. utah Journal. - joint Se.sloDS 1852, p. lO~. 
5. utah. Journal. - 10int ' •• s10.8- J.852, p. 125. 
2 
'fWem.'t7 thousand dollars had already been appropriate4. by ceugre8s tor publio 
buildings in Utah, and the TerrItorial Act provide' th.at the expense. of 
the legislature aDd the salari88 of the officers .ere to be paid by the 
national gOT8l"DJDent. I At this time GOvernor young recommended that an act 
be passed provi4iDg tor count,. as ••• sors and county collectors to collect, 
in mone,.. the territorial tu, which had hitherto been collected in produce, 
aa •• I~ .. mone,., b,. city otticers t the tithing otfice, and the auditor of 
public accounts. 
The first act oreating Territorial and county tax machinery was pas-
.ed, February 4, 1.852.2 'fhis tax measure proT14ed for the popular election, 
for a 2-,.ear t era, aDd for a eo\U1't7 asa.a.or aDd colleotor whose dutJ' 1t 
was to .s .••• , at full cash TaJ. ue, personal. pr operty. mon..,. loaned or 011 
hand, imp~v .. nts on real. estate, Paid-up stock in corporations, _rchan-
dise. and franchi.es, or rights granted by the legislature to individuals. 
This act di4 not inclu4. a tax OD. general. Propert7 t in8.amu.oA as nearly all 
of the l.an! in utah at that time was public domaiD..S 
!he rapid grOwth of both population aDd taxable wealth necessitated 
a more ceaprehenai Te t8% machinery which was more able adequately to haad.l.e 
the increasingly difficult problema. On 1a.uary '1. 1854, the legislature 
aa.quateI,. to meet these problems, provided. a second revenue measure. 4: 
This measure proTi4ed that all taxable property should be ass88sei at 1ts 
caesh value. It also 8st.ab11ahe' the tirst method for equalization ot a88e88-
mente and for the r_i •• ioll ot taxes. It prOVided an orderl,. method of 
mak1q a ••• s.Dlent., aDd 1t helped to centralize the tax maehiner.r in the 
eaunt,. courts. The taxing methodolOgy, With a tew minor changes that this 
1. utah taw., 5th to 12th -Sessions. p. 112. 
2. utah L .... J 1852, p. 256. 
3. utah compiled La ... , 1811-55, p. '130. 
4. utah complled. LaWS, 1885 t p. 256. 
3 
measure introduced, haa endured down to the present time. It provided. 
that all taxable property in the territory should be ass.s.e' at ca. 
value by a county ass •• sor and/or collector, apPOinted by the courts, 
rather than eleeted b" the people. It attempted to provide justice and 
equity in taxation by permitting the cout,. courts to equalize ass.sSIIlent. 
and establish county rates, at the Karch II esaion ot thee aurt I aD4 to r .... 
Ddt 'eli.quellt tax •• at the septaaber and December .esaions.l !his aot 
was the tirst legeJ.. require_nt, in ut., that tax lists be arr8.llged al .. 
phabetleally' and that assessment- forms be used ill the appraising or propert". 
Betw_ the yeara 1854 BD4 1888 the taxing otticials .ere more COD.-
cerned with the matters of collection than of a8sessment and equalization. 
The injustice. 8.Dd the inequitable Situation, which .ere dev.lopiDg trom 
ne rapidly groWing delinquenc,. problem, were point.d. out 'by William 
Clayton, Auditor at pUblio Aocounts, in his report to the legislative a8-
sembly_ Atter asking for tax reliet tor the assessors and. oollectors or 
sevier and piute counties, because ot severe Ind1an depredations, he made 
the following statement, - ••• it is not the poorer classes, the mechaniCS, 
and those 1110 earn their bread by a daY". labor who are delInquent, ••• but 
the capitUiat., wealthy tarmer., and lIBD. ot ample means.- 'l'o r_d;r the 
unjust condition that had ae .... lope4, Mr. (!JlaytoD. recommellded that the rew 
spoDSibility ot collecting delinquent tax •• be Clarified, that more respen-
sible b0J1411118ll tor assessors and colleetera be reqUired, and t·hat the un-
equal valuation ot propertJ in ditterent eOQ.D.tiea be correctecl.2 
Here Mr. Olayton touched upon the need tor a CElD.tral oontrol in tJtah 
which had be .. clearl,. evident betore his time. That was tor the cOU,ntie. 
habltual17 to und.eras.es8 the taxable property within their juri.eliotion. 
1. utah Compiled Lawa, 1855, p. 256. 
2. lournal of Legislat iv. A.ssembly, 1868, p. 66. 
The territory was growing rapidly, both in wealth and popule.tioD., yet the 
desire to escape a full share or responsibility for supporting the terri-
torial gpvernment led the local officials to under-value the properties 
in their own counties to such en extent that reductions in the a8s8Ss.4 
valuations oceun.4 STerr year. The terr1torial levy was fixed, and 1t was 
advantageous to the counti •• to reduce the assessed values in their own 
counties and increa .. the local mill J.ev1ea, it need be, to supply the 
necessary local revenues. GOvernor Bardlng observed that, 
••• there has bes a falling ott in the nlue ot taxable 
property within this territory in a single year ot .252,666.00 
and what 1s more remarkable, this apparent loss in Great Salt 
Lake county alone has been 11-'0,280.00. lhillSt on the other 
hand in the county of Davis there has been au apparent gain or 
.140 ,514.00. I shall not attempt to aCcoWlt tor it here, but 
call your attention to the aame merely adding that in th.e ab-
sence ot great local ealandti8a which affect in their nature 
whole eOnmDlnities, I doubt whether such an instance can be 
found in the hiStory of any other people. l 
No further mention ot these abuses was made unti1 Governor MUrray 
urgently recommended to the twenty-fifth session of the legislative as-
8embI,. that a joint committee be appOinted •••• charged With the duty ot 
aseenaming what, it 8l1y property liable to taxation under the lan fails 
to. pay, aDd what, it u.y, better method can be adapted tor the more per-
,teet equalization ot a8sessments •••• 2 
The legislature did not recognize the need for taxing reform at this 
time and elisregarded Governor JlUrrq' 8 recommendations. Again in J.886, 
the Governor callea attention to the problem which had gro_ into suell. 
proportions that the people were complaining about the unjust situation 
that had developed. In his message to the twenty-seventh 88ssioll he ma. 
the follow:1ng statement, 
1. utah 1ournal, Joint SeSSion, 1862, p. 15. 
2. CoucU 10urnal ot Legislative Assembly, 1882. p. 32. 
:5 
••• the present laws governlDg the as.e.SD»nt of 
property aDd collection of tUes are subjects ot much co~ 
plaint. There should be a territorial' board ot equali-
zation organized ••• to equalize aSSe8S1J8nts thl'O,ughout 
the Territory and to which appeals may be made from. 
the decision of oounty and Municipal Boards. Lawa re-
quiring absolute equality in the assessment at evel"'1' 1 
species or propertY' should be passed for their guidance. 
Again the legislature diaregarded Governor uurray's recollll1endatloD8 
and failed to provide any ot the nec.ssarY' machinery tor tax retoDll. 
BY' lSee, the di •• atisfaetion resu.lt1llg from an unjust distributioa 
ot the tax 'burden, coupled with the reeommendat ~OD.S of Governor West, 
was sufficient to produce aetion. The Governor stated that, 
••• the question of raising reveaue tor the publ1e 
needs is one that receives and requires much attention 
from all legislative bodies. The subject of taxation 
and how to equa~lz. it, that every citizen may bear a 
just and equal proportioD. of the public burden, and 
110 more, has caaman.de4 the wisest and best minds of 
8 ... e1"7 civilized state Without attaining the de.:1rea 
re8Ult ••• PrO~ably from no other source more eVilS 
oceur, than from. irregularities of asseS8D8ut. 
The twenth-eighth legislature ot the ,erri tory of Utah passed 8Jl 
act creating the first BOard of Equalization tor the Territory. It COD.-
siated of 'I members and its work was entirelY' one of equal1'zation. The 
members of the Board of Equalization were elected by a jOint session at 
the legislature tor a period ot 2 years.3 
The legislature in 1890 extend.ed the equaJ.1zat ion bo ard tor 2 mar. 
years. The members of the seeond board .. ere Dominat ad by t he Governor 
and appOinted, 'by and with, the consent ot the aOUllc1l. They were given 
the power to raiae or lower the assessed Taluation of counties, but mt 
to change the total valuation of the terrltory.4 
Although the Board of Equalization had. been working on the equalization 
1. Utah JOurnal, council, 1886, p. 38. 
2. Utah journal, CounCil, 1888" p. 30. 
3. Utah Lan, 1888, p. 49. 
4. utah J'eurnal, council, 1890, p. 30. 
' .. 
of assessments tor 2 years, the Governor felt that equality had been. far 
from accQmp11shed by 1890. He declared, in his message to the 1eg1&lat1T8 
assembly that, 
. • •• the revenue law provides that property ot her t han money 
shall be assess •• at a fair cash value. The fact is. thia 
requirement ot the law has been practically ignored. I 
am. of the opinion the fault is in the administration of' 
the law by the local officers. 
~he assessors have made the assessment upon an arbit-
rary basis fixed by themselves ••• and. thus the taxes are 
not laid upon the tair cash value of' the prop.arty taxeA, 
nor is the assessment thereupon un1f'or.m and equal ••• there 
exists among many the beliet that the present law, or the 
~ in which it is enforced, does liot perm1 t of a close 
end correct assessment of' taxable }roperiy.l 
The legislature, in 1892, created a permanent boara of' eqUalization.2 
to its powers ot equalization and supervision *he power to make original 
assessments was added. The ·Board DOW had the power to help those assess-
ora who were reacl.y to aeeept central superv'1sion. Additional 8I1thor1ty 
was given to the board to presoribe the torm ot blanks and books to be 
uaed in the assessment of' propertJ.. !'his power was most important in 
establishing the unitormdty of' assessment technique aDd permanency of 
taxing records. The Board adopted parts ot the taxing methodology used in 
Hew york and PeDllsylvania, viz, the property was l1sted in the tax rollS 
by lot, block, plat, section, and township, instaad ot the alphabetiCal 
listing of property which had beeD. the practice since 1854.3. 
The main contributions this board made to utah's taxing system, aside 
from its work of' equalization and assessment. were the reeormn~UldatioD8 
that the use of assessor's maps be made compulsory and that all assessment 
rolla, tax notices. tax receipts, ete. t be furnished by the board so that 
the, would be uniform and the ir-use be standardized.4 
1. utah journal, House, 1890, p. 25. 
2. utah La-, 1892, p. 20. 
3. Utah Territorial Board of' Equalization Report, 1.892-93, p. 5. 
4. Utah Territorial Board of Equalization Report, 1892-93, p. 5. 
'I 
, 
The framers of the Constitution ·ot the state ot utah felt that thare-
.. 
tofore the tax burdell had not been equitably distributed among ever'[ c~as. 
and upon all properties subject to taxation. In reading the debates of 
the constitutional convention, one gets the impression tha.t the desires ot 
the delegates ware, (1) tha~ all property should be subject to taxat10n, 
(2) that the burdens of government be equally and fairly telt 1n the state, 
(3) that machinery should be provided to assure just taxat10n thzoughout 
the state, and (4) that double tuat10n or the crushing of any' industry 
by unjust burdens were to be avoided. l Delegate Anthonr W. Ivins ex-
pressed the tenor of the convention as ably as any delegate in stating that, 
••• in the first place ••• there is .no jest system ot 
taxation. Many different systans have be8l1 tried in 
this aDd other nations, and there is not one among them 
all that 1s not .abject to criticism and to serious ob-
jection. lour methods ot prodUCing revenue have been 
tried ••• first , voluntary contributi'o118; second, tax upon 
capital or the aCCUll.ulation of labor; third, a tax upon 
revenue; and fourth, a tax upon expenditures. In the 
tirst place .e take it tor granted that properly it is 
the duty ot every citizen to contribute to the support 
ot the state and its revenue in proportion to the 
abilitY' that he has to do 80. 
In our t err 1 tory in the past· - and probably the same 
will exist in the future - we expect to derive revenue 
trom the acoumulat ion8 or savings ot labor, fron cap i tal, 
from property accumulatioDs. It this is the case ••• no 
one Will dispute ••• the tact that all accumulations of 
labor should be alike subject to taxation, that there 
should be no exemption, that all PIi'penl' which 18 used 
for the benefit of man, aJ.l property which is productive, 
••• should be subject to taxation, in order to provide 
revenue tor the state ••• '!'herator., ••• I shell vote for the 
taxation or all ClasS8. of property in order that the 
burdens 00£ government may be equally and fairly felt in 
the State.! 
As accepte4 the Oonstitution provided tha~, 
•• .All ];ropertY' in the state, not exempt uDier the 
lan of the Unitecl-&tates, t?r Ullder this Constitution, 
1. Debates of Oons~1tut1ona1 convention, 1895, Vol. 2. pass1m. 
2. Debates from constitutional Con"ent1on, J.895, yol. 2. p. 1088-1090. 
8 
sh~l be taxed in proportion to 1ts value, to be 
ascertained bY' Iaw ••• !he word propertY', as used in thia 
article; 1s hereby declared to include moneys, credits, 
ponds, socks, franclti ••• , and all matters and t hinge 
(real personal, and mixed) capable of private owner-
.hiP;i ••• The legislature Shall provide by law a uni-
form elld equal rate ot assessment and taxation on all 
property in the state, according to 1ts value in money, 
and shall prescribe by general law such regulations as 
shall secure a just valust ioD. tor taxat10,n of all proper-
ty; ,.0 that eve:rY person and corporation shall pay a tu 
in proportion to the value of hiS, her or 1ts property; 
Provided, that a deduction of debts hom credits lD8JT be 
authorized; Provided further, that' the property of the 
united states, of the state, counties, cit1es, towns, 
schpol dIstricts, municipal corporations ~ publio 
libraries, lots with buildings thereon used exclusively 
for either religious worship or charitable purposes, and 
places of burial not held or used for pri va.te or corporate 
benefit, shall be exempt from. taxatioD.. Ditchea,'canals 
and tlllIlle& owned and used' by i:Ddivlduals or corporations 
for irrigating lands owned by such individuals or 
corporations, or the individual members thereot" shall 
not be separately tued so long 'as the,.. shall be ,owned 
aDd used exclusively for such purpose.a ••• The Legis-
lature shall mt impose taxes tor the purpose ot any 
county t c1ty, town or other municipal. corporation, but 
may, by law, vest in the corporate authorities thereot, 
respeetiv:ely, the power to assess and collect taxes for 
all purposes of such corporation.! ••• The rate of taxa-
tion on property, tor stat. purposes, shall never exceed 
eight mills on each dollar ot v~uation; ••• and whenever 
the taxable property within the state shall SIlOunt to 
three hundred million dollars, the rate shall never 
thereafter .BC •• ' tour mills on each dollar of valuation; 
unless a proposition to increase such rate ••• be first 
subEdttea to vote of such to the qualified electors ot 
the st~t. as, in the ,.ar next preoeding such election, 
shall have paid a Pl"Gpert,. tax assessed to them wi thin' 
the 8te.t~, 4 ••• .All corporations or persons in th is 
state, or doing business herein, shall be abject to 
taxation for state, county, schOOl, llDlJ110ipal or o'bher 
purposes, on the real and personal property owneder 
used by them within the territorial l.1mits of the 
authority I.evying the tax.S ' 
The constitution also provided tor state and county boards ot 
equalization to "equalize" and ·a~just. the valuat ion of property Wi thin 
end between the several countie.:' 
1. utah Oonstitution Article 13, Sec. 2. 
2. utah constitution, Article 13, See. 8. 
S. Ibid., Seo. S. 
4. Utili Constitution, Article 13, Sec. 7. 
5. Ibid., Sec. 10. 
6. Utah constitution, Artiele 13', Sec. 11. 
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It should be DOted that the Constitution, as adopted, made 1t un-
constitutional to pass any law classifying property tor the purposes ot 
applying d1fferent "effective tax rates.- It also prevented the exemp-
t10n of any class of property so that an effective income tax could 'be 
adopted. Section '1 l1.1:ted tn. amount ot reTenue which the state cou14 
expect to derive from the general property tax, and Sect10n 10 made 1t 
unconstitutional to separate the sources of rev_ue for state and local 
purposes. 
The young state immediately found itself' in financial straits, 
through the added expenses that necessar11J- accompanied atatehood. 
Governor Wells made several recommendations to the legislature which 
are of interest. In order to taci1itate the collection ot taxes and do 
awar With tax anticipation notes, he recommended that the col1eetio. at 
tues in a_i-annual installments be authorized. TO ease the burden ot 
the increasing burden ot taxes on property he suggested that the leg1s-
lature authorize a moderate inherit8llce tax to be paid by weal.thy estates 
in p:robate and that the state tax the ssle ot liquors which, up to that 
timet had been taxed solely by cities and counties. l 
By 1901 the young state had learned to toddle in a financial -.y. 
It had partially solved the pro blem. of obtaining the sufficient revenue 
to meet the d8mands of the 70ung goverDDleD.t yet the problem ot d1stribut-
ing these burdens equally had DOt. been solTed. Gover~or •• 11s, in his 
message to the legislature illustrated thie inequality in the fo11owing 
W&l: 
••• Merchandise and trade f1xtures in the state were 
assessed in 1900 at 15,050,266.00; three mercantile 
houses ill our capital c1 t:1 have constantly on hand ~e 
merchaa41 •• than that. Livestock is assess.d at 
1. pub11c Documents, 189'1; pp. 9-11. 
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.8,600,000.00; the government cenaus will show that 1t 
18 worth .23,600,000.00. Ba11w83", car, depot, street 
ra1J.w8J, teJ.egraph and telephone companie. sre assessed 
at $13,564,760.00; it 1s sate to say that this Olas8 ot 
property is worth three times t~. amount ot the asse88-
ment. •• There are 1n1qui t1es in the ass88S1D8m of real 
estate a8 relates to the respective counties. While nOll8 
ot them are assessed too high ••• many of them are unreasonably 
low. The remedy tor these inequalities doe8 not perhaps· 
devolve upon the legislature, a8 the law on the subject 
may be said to be anple, it properly enforced.l 
The i~er.~iDg demand for revenue, bet .. een ~900 and 1920, was not 
due to extravagance, gratt, or wastefulness on the part of governmental. 
agencies. It came as a necessar,y part of the increasing demand tor 
public services created by an ever-expending econolQ' in utah. This i11-
ereasing demaD~ tor great er revenue effected a number of at tempts at tax 
retorm. It _u evident from the recommended reforms that utah had fallen 
far short of achieving the ideal ot equitable and just taxation: That 
a"' large amount ot taxable property was eacap1q. ,the pa:yment ot taxes,' and 
that the taxing machinery was not keeping pace with the growth ot taxable 
weaJ.th or the growth ot the public sernces provided tor by the state dur-
. ing this period. In his message to the legislature in 1903. GOvernor 
Wells recommended that more stringent Iegislet iOI1 be enacted. to compel 
11 
county cOmRissioners to have maps prepared tor use by the county assessors.2 
Governor cutler's .message to the legiBlet ure was a reiteration ot· the 
former governor.' messages, namelY', that the state law8 required a full 
cash valuat ion ot property and that the ideal. ot l1l1itorm treatment in 
tax matters was " far fram being reached. He observed "that the assessed 
valuation ot all property Within the state _oun".d to one-third ot the 
real. value ot all ...... abl. propert,. as tabulated in the stat 1st 1eal 
abstract, hence, it was ,,-.-•• ve17 apparent that the property valuations 
1. PUblic Documents, Governor's Bessage, ~90l, p. 14. 
2. public Documents, Governor's Message, 2903, p. 41. 
for the purposes ot taxation, are ridiculously 10w •• 1 Goyernor cutler, 
however, made an important contribution to the taxing system in recom.-
menling that ft ••• the term of office of county as.essors be increased 
to four years, in. order to 8l1ow them to become more thoroughly aequa1D.ted 
With the duties of their- ottiees. ,,2 prior to that time the tem ot ot-
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'lice tor the asse.sors was 2 years. The seventh legislature, however, dis-
regarded Governor cutler'. recommendation and refu.ed to increase the 
term ot ottiee tar the assesaors. 
It was not until 1910, however, that the tax retorm. movement had 8111' 
appreciable momentum. The report of the Utah state Boe,rd of Equalization 
was fill.ed with urgent requests for changes in the ta:z: laws. To remedy 
the awoaful lack of uniformity in taxation,- the Board ot Equalization 
statea, 
It is no •••• absolutely imperative that the revenue laws 
of this state be not only revised but almost wholly re-
constructed, end tor that purpose we urge such early action 
••• as in your beat judgment mays.em requisite. We strongly 
reconmend the enactment ot a law creatillg a cOlJlJliaa1on to 
tnlly co l18t e, ren se , cod ity, and pract i cally bu 11d ov er , 
our reTe.D.Ue 1.8.3 . . 
To the- ninth a.8a10n ot t·he legislature Governor Spry recommende. 
that an 8l1lenClment providing tor the sem1-8l1Jl.ua! collection ot "taxe. be 
adopted and that reaolut1oDS be passed submitting to the peo»l. amend-
menta to the state constitution, permitting reVision of the tax1ng 
8,,8t •• 4 
The legislature t follOwing the recoBllendat ions at GoTenor Spry and 
the 6tat-e Boa!!" ot Equalization, created a commission to investigate -the 
1;u system and tax laws oJ: other states, with the Tiew ot correcting the 
lan ot this state, and W- report the. results ot their investigation and 
.J 
1. PUblic Documents, Gov. Message, 1907-08, p. 5. 
2. -Ibid., p.ll.-
3. utah stat e Board of Equalization Report, 1909-10 t p.10. 
4. Utah lournal - 1101188, 1911, p. 21. 
embody their .recommendations in a general revenue bill covering the Whole 
subject ot revenue and taxation. l The findings of this comm1ttee was 
_bodie4 in a plan of taxation and presented to the people along with 
4 proposed amendments to the state constitution. ,TO the anazement ot 
everyone who had worked tor a more fair and equitable system of taxation 
the people voted down the pro posed amendment s. 
Governor Spry in commenting on the eleetion stated, 
In every Ixecuti VB message to the legislature since' 
stat ehood attention has been Celled to the lna4eqU&Ilcy 
of our laws 8lld the lax1ty ot their application 1n 
effecting throughout the state a unifom am equal taxa-
tion in proportion to the value of individual and corpo-
rat. holdings. Special stress was laid upon this sub-
ject two years ago ••• and the matter was strongly urge' 
upon the legislature as an object worthy ot it. careful 
consideration. The legislature in\'8 at igated the sub-
ject thoroughly and concurring in the recommendatiOns 
passed the required resolutions tor submdtting the pro-
posed amendments to the vote ot the people, ••• 
Through a compa1gn ot perversion, misrepresentat ion, 
and selt-interest on the part of certain individuals 
and corporate interests, who saw in the adoption of the 
amendments a carta1nity that they"would be brought to 
bear an equal burden of the taxation of tbe state, the 
proposals were 108t, and, as ide trom th e adVantage of 
possessing the comprehensive report of the state Board 
of Bevelme and Taxation, which is seriously limited be-
cause ot the defeat at the amendments - upon the adopt-
tion of which was based very largely their research and 
plamting - you find yourselves very much in the same 
poSition, which previous legislatures have found them-
selves, vi Z"., perfectly cognizant ot the tact that in-
equality, tt not rank injustice, permeates our taxation 
system. yet Without the power to do what is universally 
recognized should be done. 2 
Governor spry went on to point out that one ot the greatest 
W1niqui ties of the taxation system- was that it permitted intangible 
property to escape taxation entirely while ·visible property fell under 
a heavy burden of t,axation.-_ GOTernor Spry also believed that the systEID. 
1. Utah Special Tax Commission Report, 1913, p. 5. 
2. PUblic Documents, Governor's Message, 1911-12, p.S. 
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ot assessing was unfair to all eoncerned and recommended that thil con-
d1t1on be remedied. He stated, -The local assessors are practically 
the lole arbiters of individual obligations of citizenship insofar as 
those obligations involve responsibility in producing revenue - a con-
dition that never should be permitted to prevail.-I However, the 
legislature interpreted the defeat of the proposed tax re'J'isioD. as a 
mandate trom the people to leave the revenue laws alone, and no auount 
of prodding from the Governor. or· the other taxing ofticials could bring 
about ac.tion f'romthe legislature for the time being. 
Governor Spry was not diseour.ged by the set-back which taXing re-
torm had received in the defeat of the emerubnmts and continued to tight 
tor tax retorm. In 1915, in his message to the legislature he stated: 
As a pr~e requisite to insuring greater etticiencJ 
in the administration of our taxing laws, I again urge 
an amendment to the law through which the terms ot Office 
of oounty Assessor and County Treasurer Will be extended 
from two to to ur years ••• 
In the lnteres~ of effecting uniformity :In taxing 
methods and promoting equality in assessments, I urge 
a eentralization of taxing powers and believe that the 
appointment of assessors ~y the state Board at EqUali-
zation - a D.on-partisan board - Will work to this end.2 
The legislature, however. remembered the vote at the people in 1913 
OD.· taxIng reform, and many people throughout the state believed .that the 
local. govermD8nt should be more or less independent of the state govern-
ment and opposed the centralIzation. u a result, Governor Spry'lS reeOJm-
mendationa regarding tax reform again met defeat in the legislature. 
The legislature, however, submitted to the people, on the reeommen4-
etion ot the Governor end the Board of EQJlalizat1on. a const1 tution.aJ. 
amenmnent providing tor the clas~itlca.tlon and the taxation of mines On 
1 •. PUblic Documents, Governor's Kess~e, 1911-12, p. 8. 
2. utah JOurnal., Rous e , 1915,. p. 33. . 
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a basis ot wThree T~e8 the Net proe.eds.wl This amenament was designed 
to accomplish several ot the objective. Which the deteated amendments 
bad tried to reach, 1.e., this amendmant was designed to achieve a fairer 
~axation ot t he mines through a centralizat ion of t he assessment powers 
in the state body and a more equitable classification of mining ~ropert7. 
Again the pressure groups that had defeated the tu amendments in 
1913, which Governor SprJ reterred to t opposed the adoption of the :new 
amendment, and 11ttle cOJlld be done 1n support of it. The Governor aDi 
the Board of Equalization staunchly and unwaveringly fought tor the 
amendment, but they were severely criticized tor their course of action. 
The amendment was deteated in the tollowing elect ion of 1916 t and 
the champions of tax reform gave up every semblance ot the t1eJlt. The 
state Board Of Equalization wro~e, tiThe people have spoken and we do not 
teel it incumbent OD. us to take up the re,ponsibi11ty ot the tight." 
Inmediately after being elected, Governor Bamberger took up the· 
cudgels for tax retorm. Be believed that the scheme of taxation that 
utah had at that time was wholly inequitable and recoDlD.ended that, 
Intangible property ••• be asses8ed at a higher 
valuation than at present. Oertain public service 
corporations hold valuable franohises which are 
clearly taxable under the law. Valuation of public 
service corporations should be paaea on their earn-
ing power, rather than on physical. assets ••• that 
the legislature submit to the peopl •••• a resolution 
amending the Const 1tutioll to provide for the assess-
ment ot mines and ·mining property at a valuatioD not 
to exceed three times the net· proc •• ds. 2 
Governor Bamberger believed that the poor man 118.8 bearing a 4i8-
proportionately large share ot the burden of taxation. To remedy this 
condition and. place the burden ot taxation UPOJl tho •• 111 th a greater 
1. Utah Lawa, 1915,. p. 269. 
2. Utah Journal, House, 191'1 t PP. 17-19. 
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ab111t7 to pay, he recoJIID.ende4 that •••• an amendment to the consti tu:tioD. , 
be submitted (to the people), empowering the Legislature to exempt homes 
and homesteads trom taxation, in a ~.a8onable amount.-1 
,Ot the numerous tax reto'nns which Governor Bamberger sponsored, 
the only. one ot anT importance adopted was the resolutioD. perta1D1Dg 
to the ~axat1on ot m1nes. This resolution waa submitted to the people 
in the torm ot a constitutional 8JD.81ldment, and in 1918 the people ae-
eepted 1t at the pOll •• ! !he leg181a~ure, in 1919, pro~1ded by law 
the manner ot as.esSment of mines aDd in the same act required a re-clas-
sifieation ot all real estate.S The state Board of Equalizat10n instructed 
the various county ott1cials to make a re-appra1sal. of the real estate 
wh1le the re-class1t1cat 10n 1Ias be1ng made. It was found that one of the 
greatest taxat10n inequal1ties that existed at that time 'was caused by 
the unequal instance of assessment and that a great deal of laDd had es-
caped taxation.4: 
With the post-war detlatioD, and the consequent drying up of the 
tax sources, came 8ver-1nereasill$ demands for heavy appropriat1ons to 
support and expand the highWB1 and .ducat 10nal system.s on the ODe hu" 
while on the other Came powertu1 pressure for tax relief and eoonomy. 
BY 1922, the appropriat1on for the district and high schools alone had 
increased 100 per ,ent, and the appropriation for road purposes had in-
creased 324 per cent aver 1919.5 
As a result ot the general econoDdc and pol1tical conditions exist-
1Dg in Utah at that time, GOvernor )4ab81' s policy was one of retrenchment 
1. utah Journal, House, 1.9.17, pp. 1'1-l9. 
2. state Board of ]£qua.l1zation and ,Assessment,' 1919-20, p. 6. 
3. Ibid. 
4. Ibid. 
'5. iiOUs e JOurnal, Governor' 8 Message t 1923, pp. 1.3-18. 
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and curtailment. His policy was suDDned up in his opening address to the 
legislature in 1921: 
. It should be remembered that these are sombre t 1mes. 
It is admitted that the chief idea ot representative 
government is to gr09l. But there comes a period in ever'7 
well-ordered political unit when it must take stock of 
its condition betore it branches out into new fields. The 
prudent leader ••• makes his advance., then halts his fore •• 
and consolidates his gains .At this momm t oi vi11zat1on 
is consolidat1ng 1ts gains. It 18 a breathing spac., not 
a retreat. Reduction of space i8 not reactionary; S8.1l1t7· 
is not retrogression.1 
J.lthough GoTernor )lahey's polio,. was one of retrenchment and althougll 
he did not sponsor attaup"ted tax reforms, aome important work in. 1mprov-
.ing tuation was done during his administration. The pressure of the two 
opposing forees, those of eeonoDJ1' and the increasing demands for larger 
funds, resulted in the creation of a special tax eOJDlliss1on.2 The com- . 
mia.ion t s d ut ies were to inquire into variou s propoaal.s to r . tax l.eg1s-
latioD and to melee ~commendations as to the "polier or necesaity ot pro-
Vi ding an income tax, a classified property tax or any other syat em of 
taxation which might be condicive to the equitable distribution of the 
burden of taxation and to afford adequat e revenues to the state.-
After a d.etailed and. exhaustive study of the state's taxing system, 
along With the systems .of taxatioll. of other states, this commission pro-
. posed the adoption or various plans ot taxatloll. which it be Iieved woul.d 
rectify most of the serious inequalities in utah t s .ystem ot taxation. 
These proposed plans were as tollon: (1) a perso:cal income tax, (2) a 
corporatIon income tax, (3) a Classified property tax, (4) a Itmitation 
of the local tax levies, (5) the impOSition of a gasoline tax, and (6) an 
e.mendment to the statutes governing the taxation of banka.3 
1. House J'ournal, Gov. U8.sag8, 1921, p. 19. 
2. Utah Laws. 1921, p. 3V3. 
3. Special Tax CommiSSion Report, 1922, p. 35. 
1'7· 
These proposals tormed the basis of the cODsti tut10nal am8ll.dments 
which. were submitted to the people. And like the other proposals to amend 
the constitution. these tailed at the polla, But unlike the work: that 
was done by the -tormer tax commission at 1913,. the state not only had a 
good report ot the taxing system of utah, but the majority of the propoa-
als were subsequentl)" incorporated into the revenue la.,s ot the atate. 
••• are betw.en two Dl111stonesw, wrot. Governor Dern in 1925, -the 
overwhelming demand ot taxpayers tor tax reduction, and the maiatent urge 
ot organized glOups tor additional exp.nditure •••• The people are crying 
out against the burden ot taxation. The only 1nmediate relief' 18 the 
expeDd1tur8 of less mon.,. •• l !hua it seems that GQvernor :osrn inherited 
the dilemma of his predecessor and he chose the W81' at econolD1', remember .. 
ing the vote of the people on tax reform in 1922. He stated that these 
proposals were -so decisively defeated at the polls as to leave yery little 
encouragement for its re-submission.w2 Although Governor nerD chose economy 
as an "immedia.te relief- tor the tax-pa7ers, he held out the hope that the 
system of tu:a.tion in Utah would soon be changed, atatiDg, ,,1se .legis!a-
tiol). and just administration will encourage developments; and deVelOp-
menta, in the ulti.ate, should afford tax relief b1 a wider dIstribution 
of the Burden •• 3 
The crusade for tax reform soon arose l1ke a phoenix trom the defeat 
which it suftered in 1922. The tight for awhile was carried on by the 
state Audltor end the state BOard or Equal.Izat1on. The state A.uditor 
poInted out that were injustice. developing in our taxing systan through 
the non-payment at taxes atter they were assessed and recommended the 
1. utah journal, House, Governor's Message, 1925, p. 11-15. 
2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid. 
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generaJ.. tightening ot the tax t1t1es to rectify this situation.1 
The state Board or Equalization, in commenting on this condi t1011, 
stated that, "The burden of taxation, increasingly felt, can be relieved 
1n one or more of three ways, first, d1seont1nue some of the th1llgs we 
are doing; second, adopt methods of doing what we do at less cost; third, 
(reach) torms ot wealth which DOW escape tuat1on_,,2 The Board elaborated 
a great deal. on the third method and suggested the appointment ot another 
tax commission to study the taxing systems of the varioUS sta.tes and to 
try to convert the, skeptics that practical system could be worked out to 
-accomplish the desired results.a3 
These reconmendations, made so 800n atter· the deteat of the pro-
posals of the Special Tax commission in 1922, received no support. 
Political expediency forbade the Governor or the legislators actively 
supporting these reeoJllllen4ations at that time. However, in 192'7, atter 
reviewing the evils and ineqUalities in the revenue laws, Governor Dern 
suggested that, wIf the present system is to be retained and these in-
eqUal.i ties are' to be eo rreeted, great er powers should be conferred upon 
a central authori t1.·4 The legislature, neverthe.Less, seemed to remember 
the election ot 1922, end nothing was done toward tax refo:r.m. 
BY 1929 the pElldulum. had swung back for tax reform. The movement 
was ably headed by Governor Dern, and in his message to the legislature 
he d1scussec} at great length the requisites of a sound tax system. He 
pointed out that perhp.ps one ot the cuases of injustices in the tax laws 
from which the people of the state were suffering was that t -
••• 1nstead of laying down certain broad, general 
principles, our Constitution is so full of tax 
1. Pllblie DOcmnent.s, Report of state J,uditor,'-1924, Vol. 1, p. 18. 
2. state Board of Equalization Report, 1925-26, p. 5. 
3. Ibid., p. 9. 
4. GOvernor t 8 Message, 1927. 
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legislation that the legislature is hedged with re-
strictions, a.nd does not have a free hand in . remedy-
ing present evils of supplanting the Iresent system. 
with one better suited to the conditions of the time. l 
The remedy, (said GOvernor ])ern) appears to be 
to cla.ssify property aDd to tax: d1fferent clas$es at 
different rates according to ability to pay ••• In 
actual practice, however. classification does not 
always produce increased revenue, although it en-
hances equity. Jrom the standpOint of giTing the 
Legislature su.tticient latitude to enact measures 
designed to equalize the tax burdell, the re-submiss1on 
to the electorate ot a propo •• d constitutional amend-
ment authorizing classifioat1on 8eems destraable.2 
The members of the eighteenth legislature tell allover themselves in 
gett1ng on the band wagon of tax reform. During the course ot the sesslon 
more than th irty taxat 1011 ana revenue measures were introduced. 3 Rang-
iug trom. a r~v1sion ot the state Oonstitution to luxurj" taxes, these 
~11l8 covered every tax proposal that had been presented sinee 8tatehood. 
However, the despairing diT_F8it,. ot opinlon tIrlong the members ot the 
legislature effectively circumveuted the passage of any important tax 
measure. 
This leg1s1ative jam, pl.ua a real desire on the part ot the legis-
la.tora to correct some of the -in1quit1es· in utah's taxing system, re-
sulted in th.·'appointment of a legislat iva tax committee whose duties 
were practically the same aa those of the preceding "special tax commis-
sions", v1z., to inquire into var10us proposals tor ·tax 18:&1818t1011 
and to make recoDlllendations which might be conducive to the equitable d18-
tributioD. ot the burden ot taxat ion 8I'ld to atford adequate revenues tor 
the sta t8 ot Utah. 
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This oommitte., profiting from the experience ot the preceding eo_itt.e., 
1. Governor'. Message, 1929. 
2. Ibid. 
3. Salt 1!!!. Tribune t Feb. 25, 1929. 
or being more sapient, pol it ically, sent a general invitation to the 
pressure groups who had been largely responsible tor the deteat of the 
various proposed constitutional amendments betore, to submit proposed 
plans of tax reform. The results are interesting. Bach gMup'S cont8ll-
tioD. was that they were overburdened With taxat ion and this burd81 should 
be shifted OD. to som.e other group. BOlland.il~ Vandergrift, speaking in 
behalf' of the metal. mining industry. observed th.a:t;. 
Taxes may be too high on an individual or group of 
tu payers as compared with others. This may be due 
to unequal. assessments or unequal tax rates. Both at 
theae causes exist in 811 aggravated torm in utah. ••• 
some groups ••• thiJ1k: their taxes too high because they 
do not have the facts to determine tax incidenee or 
relative burdeJ1. This feeling of unequal burden 18 
frequently a state of mind. In utah it appears that 
a number of groups have th is f.eling.l ' 
Mr. Vandergrift went on to prove that the m.ining industry was the 
. , 
"enlightened- group and that the rest of the property in the state was 
relatively undertaxed when compared with the tax burden ot the mining in-
dustry.2 The theses of the other groups were much the same. 3 
However, ell groups agreed that the tax admiD.istr,tio. and 80me of 
the tax laws of utah were poor and that assessments in particular were 
unsatisfactory and equalization inadequate. so that unequal tax burdens 
8.D.4 unnecessarily high tax rates existed. They were also ot an unanimous 
opinion that the admin1strat ion of all taxes should be centrally located'" 
After an intensive study of the tax problan the legislative com- . 
mittee sUlIIIIl&rize4 as follow. the causes ot the iniquities in Utah's to:-
1Dg 8Y8t8lU 
1. Inequality ot ~~pertl" valuation. 
1. EconomiC 8lld Tax Survey of Utah, August 20, 1929. 
2. Ibid. 
3. Legislati ve Tax Committe. Report. 1930, pp. 24-3'1. 
4. ill!. 
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2. Lack of uniformity in the inter-
pretat ion end applica:tion of tax: 
~aw. by the officials of the 
several taxing units. 
3. Escape of all torms of intangible 
property and income. 
4. Competitive lowering of valuations. 
5. Exemptions not in accordance with 
the law and not justified. 
6. Delinquencies. I 
To rectify the prevalent iniquities of utah'. taxing system the com-
mittee recommended that the governor call a special session of the 
legislature tor the purpose at submitting to the voters of the state the 
neeessary eonstitutlonal amendments, basea on the fin4iDg8 of the OOJD.-
mittse, which had to be passed before a complete tax plan could be put 
into operation.2 The recommendations m84e by the commie.loB were an 
elaboration of 4 principles ot equitable taxation, viz: First, that 
all tangible property should be taxed at unifom rates throughout the 
jurisdiction of the authority levying the tax. Second, All business done 
for profit should be taxed- at a moderate uni1brm rate upon the net income 
of the business done Within the state. Third, all residents of the state 
having taxing abill ty should pay direct personal income tax, at moderate, 
graduated rates. And fourth, centralized administration mould be pro-
vided with adequate authority to supervise the .nti~e tax system.S 
The constitutional amendments which were submitted to the people by 
the special session of the eighteenth legislature in 1930, and subee-
quently adopted in the general election, embodied allot the prinCipal 
recommendations of the Tax Revision Commission.4 These amendments created 
a state Tax comniesion which superseded the stat. Board ot Equalization 
1. Legislative Tax Conmittee Report t 1930, p. 39. 
2. Ibid. 
3. I'bId. 
4. state Tax COmRiesion Report, 1931-32, p. 7. 
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and assumed aJ.~ ot the duties and functions of that board, ·together Wi th 
many others which were added by the legislature of 1931, ~ely, the state 
Tax Oommission was required to administer and supervise the speCial state 
taxes, the income tax end the corporation :rr.achlse tax.. Also Its duties 
with respect to the aaministration of the property taz were greatly In-
creased.1 
The Tax OODlD.ission was organized in April 1931, and 1mnediately 
started. a prelimill8.rJ' investigation to determine what inequalities exlste4 
in the assessment ot property Wi thin the state. From the prallm1nuy sur-
veY8 mad., the Tax Comni8sion determined tha.t "improvenants. houses, buil.d-
ing., etc •• w constituted the largest class of property, ~n the 88S •• 8-
meat ot Which, inequalities existed susceptible to correction by the adop-
tion ot a common standard of measuranent and valuation.2 
The first syst._tic appraisal of buildings and improvelEn:ts was _4e 
in Rieh county. '1'he CODD.iasion chose Rich county as the first subject ot 
the test apprai8al because its size permitted the completion of the job 
within a comparativelY' short time, and because the preliminary surve,. in-
dicated sueh a need tor reValuation ·that the looal authorities and many 
ot the inb.abi tants were eager to see it undertaken. 3 
This revaluation ot improvements, which constitute a tl!emendous17 
large bulle at. the tangible propertY' in. utah, was rapidly expanded into 
several other cOUllties ot the state. A.lthough this work resulted in a 
very s~l change in the total assessed valuation, man,. increases and 
decreases in the assessment ot Individual· items were involved.' The 
Tax Commission admitted that t.l;le method ot appraisal that they were using 
1. State Tax commissioll Beport, 1931-32, pp. 5-9. 
2. Ibid., p. 14. 
3. Ib 1d., p. 15. 
4. state Tax Oo:rrmiasion Report, 1931.-32, p. 16. 
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would not -neeessarUy arr ive at a figure which could be said to be 
- 1 true v8l.ue.- But, they contended, it will arrive at a uniform basis 
of valuat ion which ca.u be adjusted as mar~et and other conditions warrant. 
The preliminary surveY' and the work of revaluat ion brought to light 
maD.y'- rank discriminations in the assessnant ot improvements. These in-
equalities in assessments were usually unintentional., the produ9t ot a 
system, but many of these disparities ... ere knowingly made tor the pur-
pose ot securing an advantage tor a particular ta:xpayer. iJhen comnent-
ing upon this situation the Tax Oommdssion observed that "the natural 
tendency of locally electe4 officials to yei1d to the importun1tiesat 
influential Citizens in the cODlllunity has been apparent, particularly 
so during an election year.-S These circumstances convinced the Tax CO~ 
mission that a 'substantial improvement in the methods of assesamellt could 
be attained by removing the assessor from local influenoe and' giving h~ a 
permaneney of ottice which would enable him to become expert in his duties. 
They suggested that the oftice of county assessor be abolished and that an 
assessing torce be created, selected for ability and qua11fication, not 
subject to the vagaries Of political chance, which could not fail to re-
sult in substant 1al. improvement in assessment. 3 
However, county otficiala, through the Legislative conmittee of Utah 
county ufticials' and through political prestige within their respective 
counties, plus Blann on the, part of the taxpayer. too much centrallza-
tiOD of tax control in the state Tax CODlDission, and a real desire tor the 
maintenance of the local. gOTermoents on the J;8rt of the voters, have ef-
fectively blocked this recommendation beiDg put into operation. 
1. Ibid., p. 17. 
2. 'S'tat. TP:: Co~ission Report, 1933-34, pp. 1.3-15. 
3. state Tax Oom.ission Report, 1933-34, pp. 1&;15. 
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ft.ile the inmediate problem ot taxation which the state Tax Com.-
mission has to deal with i8 the making of the original a8sessmeDli s of 
property Which it 1s required ,by law to assess, the most difficult sad 
far-reaching responsibility 1s the control which the Commission 1s re-
quired to exercise over the assessment of property by county assessors 
,and the equalizat ion of this property by county boards of eqUal1zation. l 
The assessed valuation of approximately 43 per cent ot the total 
assess~d valuat ion of the state is determined in the orig1nal instance 
by the State Tex COmnission. But it 1s also required to be responsible 
for the tina! valuations :fixed on all property Wi thin utah. It must 
equalize the assessed valuation of all these assessment s mde 'lOCally in 
each county so that "the tinal result will be a reasonable ana equitable 
base tor 'all property assessments throughout the State.w2 
The policies of the state Tax Commission have result ad in several 
far-reaching changes in the adm1nistration of Utah's tax system. In-
stead at waiting until an assessment has been made by an assessor and 
equalized by the county board of equalization before a final adjudication 
18 made a8 to value, the policy of the Commission is to plan the work 
in adVance and apply it on a uniform baSis throughout the taxing unit. 
Ihile this method otapproaeh to eqUality in taxation has not worked with 
complete effectiveness, still • ••• it has operated far more successfullY 
than the plan in operat ion the t 1me that the state Board at Equalization 
and !asasement was in oper,tion •• 3 
The law creating the Tax OOmmission gaTe it the power to change 8l17' 
individual. assessment made by aDJ county assessor and equalized by any 
1. state Tax Commission Report, 1937-38, pp. 14-15. 
2. Ibid. 
3. state Tax Comniss1on Beport, 1937-38, p. 16. 
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county board ot equalization. under the law in effect while the State 
Board of Equalization and Assessment was in charge, it had no author1 ty 
to make any change in 1ts individual. assessments even though it found 
major inequalities in such assessments. The Tax Comn.iss10n has made 
numerous reassessment 8 of property wh erever it appears that an in justice 
has been done. But J however, it is very unlikely that many underasBe.a-
ments 01' property bave been brought to their attention. The method adopted 
by the Tax Commission not only saves time and money, but, in the opinIon 
01' the Tax OOmmission, brings about a more nearly tair basis ot assessment 
aDd. protects the interests of the taxpayer, because it is practically 
impossible to carry on en etfective equalization late ill the year when 
the time is so limited that the operation ot 8D.y equalization plan is 
necessarily controlled by the time factor. 
The TU Oommission has revalued allot the improve_uts and buildings 
in utah and the real estate in Salt Lake City and Ogden have been reValued, 
in applying this plan, but as yet, little work has been done in reapprais-
ing rural lands. 
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II. RELATIVE IDORTANOE OF TID! GENEllAL PROPERTY TAX 
During the last past decade a very significant trod has been shown 
in the amount ot taxes that are charged against general. pttopeny througb.-
out the state. Dur1ng this pariod, beginning with the tax revision pro-
gram in ~93~, there has been a material reduction in the taxes charged 
against general. property, whereas the special taxes have been increasi~ 
> 
in relative importance. The pneral property tax 1s, however, still 
the major source ot revenue tor the state and local purposes in ut •• 
Special taxes, tees, licenses, etc., amounted to less than 41 per cent 
ot the total taxes levied in 1939. General property taxes, as shown 
in table 1, were, in that year, more than 59 per cent ot 8.1.1 taxes levied.1 
1. 'Taxes levied aDd taxes COllected may be entirely two different 
anount s ; in J7t", as of JUne 30, 1936, ap prox1mat ely .7,200,000.00 
of taxes levied prior to 1936 were delinquent. HoweTer, sinee 
1936, as a resultant ot the educational progran sponsored by the 
state Tax ComBdssion aDd the application at the recommendations 
from the study .!!!!!. Delinquen.cl, the major portion of these 
delinquent taxes have been redeemed. There,is very little de-
linquency 1n special taxes. (ct. Report at Tax Delinquency, 1936 
and. 1939.) 
2'/ 
Table 1. Taxes levi ad in utah, 192'l-1939. 
Taxes in thousands of dollars per oent 
Year General. 
Tota~ Property Special Total. General. Special 
(a) (b) (c) Property Taxes 
1939 129,46'1 .17,54'1 $11,920 100 59.5 40.5 
1938 29,316 17,'124 11,592 ·loOO 60.5 39.5 
1937 2'1,510 16,652 .10,858 iOO 60.5 39.5 
.L936 25,2.1.8 15,689 9,529 J.OO 62.2 37.8 
.1935 25,479 1'1,427 8,052 100 68.4 31.6 
1934 24,429 17,483 6,946 100 71.6 28.4 
.1.933 21,650 J.7,489 4,161 100 80.8 J.9.2 
.1.932 23,108 18,326 4,782 100 79.3 20.'1 
1931 23,908 19,6'16 4,232 100 82.3 17.7. 
1930 26,351 21,470 4,881 1.00 81.5 .18.5 
1929 24,860 21,283 3,5"'17 100 85.6 14.4 
1928 23,692 20,003 3,689 100 84.4 .L5.6 
.1927 23,426 20,.192 3,234 100 86.2 13.8 
(a) Does nat include profits from liquor sales, fees from universities 
and colleges, teacher retirement eontr1~t1oJlS, rentals from state 
• < ·l,.nda, interest on state monies, ro,..~1t1es from mineral lands, lOcal 
licenses, fees, etc., 
(b) state Tax Commission Reports, 1931-1939, paS8~. 
(0) state Auditorts Reports, 192'-1939, passim. 
III. CENTRALIZlTION OF TAX OONTROL 
Any plan which the county and/or state may adopt in correcting 
inequalities in assessments should embody these criteria, Viz., the 
system should be simple; it should establish uniform methods and rules; 
and it should strive tor uniformity of treatment 'and tull valuation ot 
properties. The a4ministration should be centralized under a central 
adadnistrative body with the personnel selected on the basis ot ability 
aDd given a reasonable permanency of tenure of office. 
The objection whieh may be raised in some quarters i8 that the 
centralization ot tu control in a state body is violative ot the prin-
ciple of local goverliment. This objection cannot be sustained by the 
elementary principles of political sCiencs, for the power to levy taxes 
inheres only in the sovereign. The state 1s sovereign, and its subdi-
vi.io~ have DO taxing power except such as are expressly granted to 
tham by the state, pursuant to Axticle 13, Section 5, ot the stat. 
oonstitution. consequently, there can. be no such thing as the state 
encroaching upon the rights of its subdivision in the matters of taxa-
tion. 
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IV. FUNllAMENTAL PRINCIPLlIS FOR .£PPRAISAL OF 
LAND FOR TAnTION PURPCSE 
Taxing authoritiesl have set up certain criteria or fundamental 
principles tor appraisals ot,land for taxation purposes. These are as 
follows: 
(1) The deterDdnation ot net income as a basis ot land values 18 
prevented first, by the fact that accurate and reliable information can 
seldom be secured because, (a) in thousands of eases the property has 
been recently inherited or purchased, (b) thousands of owners keep DO 
books t and (e) lD8Dy ot the property owners a.re non-resident s of the 
particular taxing authority. second, the great inequalities in assess-
ment ot adjacent properties would result as uniformity would be neither 
logical nor desirable; this would tend towards graft and corruption or 
the assessor and discontentment on the part of the ta:z::payer. .l;Dd third, 
such a method woUld be cumbersome and eo stly; it would necessitate the 
employment ot a large &rmJ of investigators end valuators. Its very 
particularity in the hands of 80 many deputy assessors would destroy its 
homogeneity and result in its undoing. 
(2) The size ot the undertaking aDd the l1mited time require the 
establishing of uniform methods 81ld rules which reflect average condi-
tiona. 
(3) The simplification of procedure is desirable in order to make 
the system of assessing understandable to the ordinary taxpayer end to 
assure the continuation of the system established. 
(4) lull valuation as a bias for assessmant 1s necessary as eaapared 
1. Nat-lonal Board of Beal Estate Appraisers, Real Estate App.-aisaJ., 
1936, passim. 
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with a percentage of tu.ll valuation. Inequalities and inaccuracies trom 
assessments based on percentage valuation occur, since errors easily creep 
-in. 
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(5) The purpose, taxation, aD.Q. the value required by statute, establish 
a viewpoint which must be kept in mind at a.ll times. 
(6) un1fol'Dlity ot treatment 1s the a.1m of 811 appraisal for taxa-
tion, rather than detailed accuracy. 
V. PROPERTY }lEQ,UIRED BY LAW TO BE TADD UNIFOBMLY 
The constitution of the State of Utah provides that all property 
shall be taxed in proportion to its value, which is to be ascertained 
aa provided for by law. The Constitution also provides that the 1eg1s-
lature shall fix a uniform and equal rate of assessment and taxation 
on all tangible property in the state according to its value in money. 
It is at ipulated that all tangible property must be assessed st its 1'\111 
cash value. 
It is frequently found, however, that the assessment ot property at 
its full vel ue and the assessment of property at an equa.l am uniform 
rate are inoompatible at times. Without a doubt, the assessors of utah 
are otten confronted with the problem of whieh ot these criteria of 
equitable taxation should take precedence. This question has been •• ttled 
by the supreme courts 01' meny states' and by the United states Supreme 
Oourt, and 1t has been held without exeeption that the prime consideration 
in the assessment ot property 18 uniformity and equality. In the case of 
the Continental Bank V. Naylor~' County Treasurer, the Supreme'Court of 
Utah held that, -The proposi tioD .1s incontrovertible that, under the 
Oonsitution and laws above Cited, taxation shOUld be uniform upon all 
property within the jurisdiction of the authority levying the tax.-
The practice at the state Tax COIllUi8sion of Utah has been to instruct 
the assessors of the several counties to consider full cash value as ot 
secondary importance to uniformity in assessIl'8nt. They have held that, 
Not only must properties be assessed uniformly, 
but they must be assessed at values which are consistent 
with all other assessments so that there will be 8. pro-
per relationship between the assessments on the proper-
ties in quest ion and all other assessment s throughout 
the State. If ~his uniformity of assessment is carried 
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on, the problem as ~o full cash value of the assess-
ment will be of secondary ~portanee ••• 1t is diffi-
cult and otten impossible to determine the full cash 
value of property, it 1s not tmpossible tor the as-
sessor to assess all property upon a reasonably unitoDa ~ 
basis even though the valuation which he places may not 
precisely be the full cash value. l 
The foregoing citations leave no doubt as to the intent of the law 
or to the Tax Conmission's policy in the administration of the law. When 
a tax upon tangible property is used as a source of revenue justice de-
mands that -the assessment be made upon a uniform basis. Sine e it is 
difficult and/or often 1mp~sslbl. to determine the full cash value ot 
every piece ot property within a taxing district, a reasonably uniform. 
rat io of assessment to full cash value VDuld sat 1afy the sp 1ri t if not-
the letter of the law. 
1. Assessor's Handbook, Utah state Tax OODmission, 1939. 
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VI. .. PROPOSED PLAN FOR ASSESSING HUBAL LANM 
The following is a method of assessing far.m lands Which is believed 
would fultull the above criteria and which could be adopted by the county 
and/or state, Without too much friction or modification of the present 
governments: 
Valuat1onot .l.!E! 1!!!. The folloWing are COImlonly en.umerated as 
the principal elements affecting the value ot t~ land: (a) kind of 
s01l, including subsoil, (b) producing capacity, (0) contour of the land 
(susceptibility to erosion, adaptability to cultivation, drainabil1ty, 
etc.), (d) state of cultivation, (e) noxious weeds, (f) location with 
respect to markets, schools, churches, trading centers and roads, (g) 
character of roads in the region, (h) water rights. 
The task Of the assessor is to give these and ~ other factors 
their correct relative weights and to judge their dollar-value, in order 
that his appraisals w1l1 bear a consistent relationship to the market 
values ot the l8.11d. 
Nature ~ ~.nR!. Ratings !!! Their !!!!. ~ Assessing. The use ot 
soil maps and of soil-type ratings 1& suggested in arriving at the asses-
sed value of farm land. ~ile so U survey maps have been published tor 
parts of the st_, some ot these are obsolete and would require the ser-
vices ot a 80il 8cientist to correct the maps and provide the necessar.y 
add! tional. intormat ion that would be required. The state could e8.8iest 
employ such a persoD, however, though it 1s not beyond the reach of the 
majority ot the large counties. As this information was supplied, ratings 
could be made with the realization that they are subject to revision. 
This process ot change and refinelJl!lnt would continue, but the rating figures 
could continue to be used to an advantage in the assessment of rural laMS. 
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On a rating-map the figure assigned to each 80il type is intended 
to indicate its average inherent capacity to produce the general far.m 
crops, in comparison with the capacity of the other so11 types in the 
area when farmed in the manner CODmon to the region. 
The ra~tng8 ot soils are based on yielding capacity Without fertili-
zation of any kind. Some soils respond better to good farming. than do 
others. That 1s,. they have greater capacity for response than do others, 
but this capacity 1s not rea11zed in greater y1elds until these.~proved 
praet ices are put into affect. The preparation ot a rat ing-map of a 
county 18 possible only atter a soil-map has been made and is justified 
tor certain· purposes, beeause it makes the facts already collected and 
shown on the soil map more easily interpreted by many people. 
Both 80 il-mapa and rating-mapa have certain limitations, however. 
Since effective use of rating-figures or rating-maps is dependent upon 
an understanding of their l~itations, the following considerations 
should be kept in mind in us ing either rat ing-figures or maps as an at d 
in ur1 ving at a fair judgment of land values: 
(1) The rating-figures are intended only as expressions of relative 
producing capacity and not as expressions of money value. Bowever, since 
producing capacity is an important consideration in arriving at money 
value the rating-figures should be a help in avoiding unreasonable judg-
ments regarding value. 
(2) The ~atin.g-figure for a given soil is the average for tbat soil 
wher .... er it occurs in the areas, but applies only to that soil when un-
fertilized and farmed in the manner common to the area. That is to say. 
a certain field of a given soil type might be more lll'oductiv8, it unusually 
well farmed, than the rating indicates, However, this inereas.ed producing 
capacity would not be mainta1ne~ it poor 1"ar.ming should take the place 01' 
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good far.ming~ and therefore is likely to be a temporary condition whieh 
clearly cannot be reflected in soil-type ratings. 
(3) The rating-figures do not take into account present plant cover. 
In other mrd.s, the presence of brush or any other kind of vegetation is 
not considered to influence the inherent producing capacity of a soil, 
though it does influence its value tor agricultural purposes. 
(4) The producing capacity of a 80 iI-type varies between certain 
1~1ts. This is necessarily the case, otherwise the number of soil types 
would be so large as to be beyond the capacity of anyone to carry them in 
mind. 
Conversion of Land Classes Into Land Values. Atter the rating map 
has been developed-, the assessing offic 1als 1J:)uld' necessarily be faced 
with the problem of combining this soil classification with a classifica-
tion of water used on the land. Atter these two factors are combined and 
classified it 1s necess,ary to translate these more-or-less unchanging 
classifications into the ~rrent local dollar-value of land. 
The central rudiment of the idea is to get a non-dollar rating which 
reflects the relatively unchanging basie valuation and which can be turned 
into dollar valuations for one date atter another as the changes in the 
pr ie e level occur,_ 
The method of proce.dure at this point might be for the oountl as-
sessor to arrange for a county-wide group meeting to arrive at a tenta-
tive basis tor putting dollar valuations on dif'terent lend classes. At 
such a meeting it would be well to have the services of the best qualified 
persons in the county to hElp determine the relative current market values 
of the different grades of land. This group should include, aside from 
the assessor and his deputies, some outst~ing farmers of the area, pos-
sibly the secretary of the Nat ioel Farm Loan Association, one or more 
representatives ot mortgage and loan companies, and other public-minded 
citizens who Ybuld have a keen interest in seeing an equitable assessment 
of farm lands made. Thus, a background of familiarity might be obtained 
as to the relative values to put on land ot different classifications. 
Such a meeting would be called as a bas i8 llOt for sar ing just what valu8.-
tion should gp on every property, regardless of ~provements, locations, 
etc., but as a basis for gettin.g a picture of what the current land market 
has been indicating as to dollar vaiuations in the various parts of the 
county. 
~ a safeguard in arriving at a specific dollar valuation far a 
particular grade of land, it should be recognized that the valuation 
placed upon a piece ot lud of a certain grade is, atter all, soUlldest 
when it is in sound relat icnship to other grades of land. .,or e8ch grade 
ot land there is probably some range in valuation; for exanple, the va.1ua-
tion may very fran 10 per cent above a recognized average tigure to .10 
per cent below, which would take into account not only variatiollS within 
the gr~de ot land itselt but "auld safeguard 8gJlinst failure to allow tor 
non-soil influences. .A point to keep in mind in making these assessmeDts 
is that the general price level of land fluctuates from year to year and 
the value ot certain classes of land. shifts in respect to other classes. 
Though it is impossible to lay down hard aDd 'last rules governing the eon-
version of land classes into dollar valuations for any single tract, common 
sense suggests some methods. Each of the se~eral members of the county 
advisory group could submit his answera to question as tollows: 
lor land shown as hay ing rat ings 1 and 2 t and 
neither run down very much nor built up very much 
it is my beliet that the narket of recent months 
would support values per acre cente ring on .. 
--'l!"-per acre and varyilli (in exceptional. cases) . to .. 
---below and • aboTe. ~ Likewise, for land. having 
ratings ot 3 and 4, etc. 
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o~. it has been settled that land rated 3 aDi 4 should range from 
(say) .40 to .50 or from .60 to teo en aore, as suits the land market 
conditions of the time and plaee, and that land rated 7 and 8 should 
range between designated percentages of this as suits the local market 
conditions, the work of the assessing officials take aD. a new meaning. 
However, the assessing officials should take into consideration the build-
ings, home values, h 1 gbway a , community influences, and ot her C ond it ions , 
internal and external, which effect some tracts mre than others. 
The Relationship Between ~ Rating and Land Prices. Since the price 
level of land fluctuates from year to year, and since the values or some 
classes ot lend 8~em to shift with respect to other classes, it is impos-
sible to lay down any rules governing the conversion ot land end water 
ratings into land values. 
Another factor creating considerable difficulty is that soil producti-
vity and water rights are only two ot the factors inflUencing the values 
of land, aDd most of the others are also dynamic. ConsequentlY', land and 
water ratings could not be converted directly into land values even with 
a static or stationary price level. 
The best method tor converting land and water ratings into values 
1s probably through the establishment for any given county of a table''-
of what might be called -Base Values." TO each lend class ..,uld be as-
signed a base value uniform for that class over the entire county, and 
designed to represent the contribution of soil ~oductivlty and water right 
to value within the county. 
From the work of the county advisory committee it would be relatively 
easy to calculate base values per acre tor the 'different grades of lend. 
Assume, for example, that the relationship between different land ratings 
were found to be as follows; 
Water Ri~t 
First Second Third Fourth Dry and 
Land class Class Class Class Class Grazing Land 
I 100 80 60 40 25 
2 90 72 54 36 23 
3 75 60 45 30 .L9 
4 60 48 36 24 .L5 
5 36 2'1 18 11 
6 21 14 9 
7 10 6 
8 5 
It is suggested that in any county a table be constructed showing 
these relation.ships. The best land should be taken as the standard ot 
comparison and a definite value assigned. Then the lands rated lower in 
producing capacity may be fixed, either in dollars or as a percentage ot 
the best land. )'Or example, assume that it was ageed that the best land 
in the county, rat ed as number 1, should be assessed at .125 per acre. 
Than, using the relationships that have been determdned by the count,y ad-
visory comm1ttee, it would be possible to obtain the following base values 
tor the other grades of' land: 
Calculat ion of base v8.+ue per 
acre. Number 1 land equalS t125 
100% x 1125 = tJ.25 
90 x 125. 113 
80 x 125 = 100 
75 x 125. 94 
-'2 X' 125 = 90 
60 x 125. 75 
54 x 125 = -6'1 
48 x l25. 60 
45 x 125.- 56 
40 x 125. 50 
etc. -
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BY constructing such a table ot land values and land and water rati:ogs 
f'or a given area, it will be possible f'or the assessors to cheek the base 
value of' each land class aga.inst the other clas.e., and in this way to 
avoid unreasonable judgDBnt of the value of' any specific land- class with 
which they are not thoroughly tamiliar. 
In the assessment of eny given tract, the assessor should, after the 
land and water ratings and corresponding base land values _have been d8-
germined, add to or subtract trom the base value according to the various 
influences or other factors. ]'Or example two tracts with the same rating 
should not be assessed at the same value it one is located an a hard-
surfaced road and the other is several miles away flOm ~ all-weather 
road. -Nor should two tracts with the same rating and the same high1l8.1 
influence be assessed at the same value it one 1s free from weeds and the 
other is heavily infested with noxious weeds. In order to make an equit-
able assessment, the useS80r will need to bear in mind that the produc-
tivity of land 1s .only one of the factors in -determining differences in 
value, and other factors cannot be neglected. 
One of these factors is the land cover. The soils survey shows only 
the characteristics ot the soil and its oapacity to produce crops. asswn-
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ing that it is used for crop production. The man. who appraises or assesses 
the land must take into considerfltion whether the land is tillabl.e or whether 
or not other conditions prevent its being tilled. 
Another factor is location. Location with respect to rous and 
markets is an important non-soil factor. conmunity influence constitutes 
a third factor. This includes the availability of schools, churches. 
and other public or lemi-public institutiOns influencing the value of 
land. 
Location with respect to bonded indebtedness of quasi-governmental 
institutions, school districts, irrigation districts, drainage districts, 
etc., has a decided influence upon land values. 
Most of these points may very properly be considered as 'important 
factors, along with laM and water ratings, in arriving at the assessed 
. valuation of far.m property. There 1s a possibility of giving too much 
influence to comnunity conditions in evaJ.uating land for an equitable 
assessment. Therefore, the extent to which these and other non-soil 
faetors should be allowed to affect the assessDnt of farm lam is a. question 
which $bould be full discussed by a well informed county group_ 
This plan of arriving at the assessed value of farm lands could' tit 
into the present assessing procedure with very little friction and could 
be adopted by the several counties independently or by the state, as a whole. 
It is compatible with the recent reappraisal work, completed by the Tax 
Conmission, ot improvene nt s to land.. And the two should be made componen.t 
parts of the assessing of farm. real estate, inasmuch as impI9vements. and 
land are part. of an economic unit, and both should be considered together 
in arr"iv1ng at the true value of the economic, unit. 
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VII. MllrHOm NOW USED IN ASSESSING RURAL LANDS m a&.CHE COUNTY 
The following method is used in arriving at the assessed value of 
'rural lands in Cache county. This method is based on the judgment of 
an advisory group of' representative farmers chosen fram each taxing 
district, the ~ounty assessor and the county eonmissioners. The taxing 
officials admit that this method is, not infallible, that errors ~1n judg-
ment otten creep in, and that there is room tor improvement in the classi-
fication of land tor taxing purposes. 
The classiticat ion of rural lands is made through inspection, by 
the county assessor, the county commissioners, and a representative group 
of tarmers tram each taxing district. Each individual parcel of land is 
inspected by this group and classified according to their best judgment. 
The rural lands of Cache County are classified as follows: (1) 
Improved farm land, this class is in turn sub-divided into "impl'Oved dry 
lend- and -improved irrigated land,- (2) fruit land, (3) ~un:improved farm 
land, (4) grazing land, end (5) waste land. These classifications of lam. 
are in turn sub-divided into class "Aft land, class. ftBW land, and class"O. 
land. 
Olass "A- land 1s the better grade of land in each classification. 
Class "B. land is an average grade at land in each olassificat ion. ARd 
class "0. land 1s the poorer grades of land in each classification. 
Atter the land has been classified, the assessing officials are faced 
with the problem of changing these elassifications into current local dol-
lar value of land. 
The method ot procedure at this point is for the county assessor, 
the county commissioners, and the advisory group to set relative current 
:rna.rket values tor the ditt~nt grades of land. These are t entat ive figures 
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which are later -equalIzed- by- the county board of equalIzatIon and the 
tax eonmission. 
After the base values of the various classes of land have been de-
term.il1ed and equalized tor each taxing district and tor the county as a 
whole, It 1s a simple matter to determine the assessed valuation tor any 
individual. parcel. of land. For example, assume that, upon exemlnatlQl1 ot 
a 40-acr.e tarm, it was foUJld to consiat ot tbe following classes of land, 
15 acres of grade wj._ improved irrigated farm. land, 8 acres ot grade "B. 
improved irrigated farm land, 6 acres of grade "c" improved irrigated 
farm land, 7 acres of grade "B" unimproved farm land, 2 acres ot grade 
"Aft grazing land, and 2 acres of waste land; and that the relative value 
per acre was determined to be .110.00 per acre for grade flA" improved ir-
rigated fa~ land, .60.00 per acre for grade "B" tmproved irrigated far.m 
18l1.4, .40~OO per acre tor' grade "c" improved irrigated farm laDi, 115.00 
per acre tor grade aBa un~proved tarm land, and .5.00 per acre for grade 
WAN grazing land. 
The computation of' the assessed value of this farm would be as 
follows: 
$100.00 x 15 acres of grade "A" improved farm land 
60.00:x: 8 acres of grade .B~ improved f'arm land 
40.00:x: 6 acres ot grade wOw ~proved farm land 
15.00:x: 7 acres of grade -.sa un~proved t~ land 
5.00 x 2 acres ot grac.le "Aft grazing land 
2 acres 'of' waste laDd 
Total assessed value ot f'ar.m 
= 
-
= 
-
-
= 
• 
.1,500.00 
480.00 
240.00 
105.00 
10.00 
12,335.00 
The elassification. of' land now in us e was made by the assessor ad 
county cODlilission prior to 1934. The present &ssessor admits that there 
are serious flaws in the -classification arising from obsolete data and 
errors in judgment on the pert of the groups whi ch originally made the 
classification. The present assessor and county commiSSioners are correcting 
these flaws as soon as they are evident and as fast as time and tulXls will 
permit. 
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VIII. INEQUALITY IN THE .ASSBSSMENT OF RUIW, LANDS m CACHE COUNT!. 
General Procedure .!! Assembling Data. To detannine what inequalities 
of assessment exist between individual rural lands, since it is assumed 
that the tax comm.issioD has "equalized" the assessnents at improvements in 
its reappraisal work recently completed, 788 bona tide sales ot tmproved 
tarm land in Cache County have been examined. Through the courtesy ot the 
county ASsessor, County Treasurer, and County Reoorder all of the basic 
data describing these sales were obtained covering the years 1930 to "1939, 
inclusive. Each salel was entered separately OD. individual carda showing 
the date ot transfer, the description ot the land sold, the location ot the 
property, 1.e., in what taxing district it is located, the stencil number, 
number ot acres, sales priee, assessed valuat ion ot each parcel, and grades 
of land in each parcel. 
In order that the results might be reasonably representat i ve ot con-
di t ions exist ing throughout Oache Oounty. data were taken from allot the 
taxing districts in the county. 
Rural lends were considered to be those lands that lie outside ot 
incorpora.ted town end/or city limits, with the exception ~t Lewiaton.2 
Table 2 shows the distribution of the bona t1d~ sales inCluded in this 
sample, by taxing district and by size groups on which data were obtained 
tor comparison between rate of assessment and sales price. The tot~ 
acreage of land represented in .. this· sample consists Of 13.2 per cent ot 
all taxable, improved tam land in Cache county. 
1. .A sale of a piece or pieces ot property may consist or-omore than one 
pareel; ~ parcel of property may conSist ot from 1 to 640 acres ot land. 
2. In utah a large number of the farmers have their homes and farm build-
ings inside of incorporated towns. This property is classed as urban 
property. In the majority of the eases the property surrounding these 
towns represent the rest ot the farm. unit. LeWiston, however, is an. 
exception. The incorporated limits ot Lewiston comprises the entire 
taxing district. taking in both rural and town property. 
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fable 2. Distribution of bona fide sales, by size groups and taxing districts Cache county •. 
All Size groups, based on sales price (bona tide sales) 
Taxing District groupe BelOW·) poo .. 11000- ,1500- 12000- 02500- . ,3500- ~ 14500 
1!99 1999 1499 199_9 2499 3499 4499 Be over 
Total '188 199 177 119 86 62 6'1 23 55 
Avon &; Paradise 46 9 6 4: 9 4 13 1 
-
Byrum 97 36 19 18 12 5 5 .L 1 
Millville & Nible7 35 16 5 3 3 4: 4: 
providence &; River 
Heights 48 14 12 'I 4: Z 5 2 2 
LOgan 77 15 21 12 10 6 5 4 4: 
North LOgan and 
HYde park 71 13 26 6 10 'I 6 4 
smithfield 6'1 18 14 11 9 5 5 1 4 
Bichmond &; COTe 3'1 10 10 6 'l .L .L 2 
Wellsville 61 14 9 13 2 8 6 3 6 
Mendon, Petersboro 
and Benson 32 9 7 4 3 1 2 1 5 
Lewiston 85 17 II 1'1 9 7 7- 4 13 
Trenton 46 9 10 6 3 5 8 2 5 
Olarkston & Cornish 21 9 5 1 2 
-
1 3 
Newton & A.ma.Lge. 36 8 12 5 3 4: 2 2 
College 27 2 10 6 2 1 3 1 2 
t&i 
Inequalities Between Large ~small Properties. There is a general 
tendeney in Cache county to assess small pieces ot tmproved fanD land at 
a higher per cent or the full, cash Taluel of such properties than the· lar-
gar properties of improved tarm land. Consequ,ently, owners of anall 
pieces of property'are required to pay a higher tax, in proportion to 
the full cash value at their properties, th811 are the owners of large 
properties. This is shown in table 3 and figure 1., which give the 
average assessed valuation in per cent of sales price over a period of 
10 years. 
The average assessed valuation of improved far.m land, together With 
the improvements appertaining thereto, was 57.50 per cent of the sale price. 
1. Sales price and full cash value are considered synonymous in this r .... 
port. FUll cash value has been defined by the courts 8.s the price 
that a piece ot property 1'Ould bring at a voluntary sale,- where the 
owner is ready, able, and willing to sell but not compelled to, and 
the buyer 1s ready, Willing, and able to buy, but ·not forced to. It 
1s asswmed the bona fide transactions approach these conditions; 
while· it 1s admitted that the price paid for a piece Of real estate 
in any given transaction can be nothing more or less than the ex-
pression in terms of money of the judgment of two interested parties 
8S to the value of that property to ·themselves; aJ.so that any two 
other interest. could as properly, and more often than do not do, agree 
upon an entirely different figure for the same piece of property. 
Further, Wben two parties agree between themselves to buy and sell 
it does not follow that the judgment of both, even though not affected 
by any other extraneous matters, 1s infallible as to the justified 
value of that particular piece of property. However, variat ions in 
judgment of numerous buyer1!J and sellers should tend to equalize each 
other, so that the true market value of land should be evident. 
To verify the results or ~sing sales price as the true market value 
or full cash Value, appraisals were obtained which were used for 
the purpose of making loans on a"""Iimited number of parcels inCluded 
in these data. Although' the ratio of a~sessed value to appraised 
value was higher than the ratio of assessed value to sales price, 
that was to be expected, inasmuch as these appraisals are a rather 
conservative estimate of the properties t true value. The same general 
tendency to over-assess small propertie, and to under-assess large 
properties was evident. 
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FIGURE 1_ ASSESSED VALUE OF' IMPROVED FAAM LAND AS PER CENT OF SALES PRICE BY SIZE GROUP 
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The smallest size group considered shows an average ratio ot assessed valua-
tion to full cash value of 72.33 per cent, whereas, tor the largest parcels 
ot real estate the ratio ot assessed valuat ion to :t'u.ll cash value was 
49.08 per cent, or an average difference, between the large properties 
and the s~l properties of 23.25 per cent. 
The Effect 2! ImProvements Upon Assessment Ratios. Inasmuch as the 
majority of the farm buildings of the far.m units in Cache county lie in-
side of incorporated town ltmits, and since data used were SO selected 
that none ot this property appeared in the sample, the majority of the 
parcels of land had no improven:ents appertaining to them. However. a 
number Of parcels (185), d1 d have improvements upon them. It is probable 
that perhaps the improvements on the small pieces of property could be 
responsible for this difference in ratios of assessed valuation between 
size groups; since improvements represent a smaller per cent, of the ag-
gregate sale price of the items of tarm real 'estate ill the larger size 
groups, and since the state Tax Commission has recently completed the re-
valuation and equalization of improvements in Cache county. 
The exact amount to which improvements are assessed at a different 
ratio to sales price cannot be shown statistically because separate sales 
of improvements and land seldom occur. However, it 1s possible to compare 
the ratio ot.assessed value to sales price between properties with ~prove­
menta and properties without improvements. 
The sane general tendency to assess small parcels of property at a 
higher per cent of the full cash value than the larger properties is 
evident men only pl'Operties with fixed improvements are considered. 
There 1s, however, an accentuation ot this ratio between the two smallest-
size groups and the yWO largest-size glOups with a leveling out or 
equalization of the middle-rize groups. This is shown in table 3 end 
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figure ~J which give the average assessed valuation in per cent of sales 
price tor .~eh of these classifications. 
Table 3. Assessed valuation ot improved tarm land as per oent ot sales 
price in Cache county, by size groups, for lO-year period, 1930-1939. 
Size Weight ed average of Improved farm land 
Groups columns 3 and 4 With imfrovements Without improvtt. (1) (2) . 3~) (4) 
Average 57.60 56.64 58.51 
Below 
• 500 72.33 (a) 70.98 
500-
999 66.51 70.06 63.83 
._ ~'·1000-
1499 62.89 65.00 60.17 
150,.. 
1999 60.63 63.06 58.21 
,2000-
2499 59.26 63.00' 56.50 
2500-
3499 58.25 61.15 55.00 
3500-
4499 55.00 55.33 53.43 
4500 &. 
over 49.08 49.02 50.02 
( a) There was an insufficient number of parcels of property b. this 
class to compute a reliable average. 
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From inspeotion of the foregoing chart and table it is evident that 
properties with improvements ~e assessed at a higher ratio to true value 
than are properties without improvements. This is probably due to the 
reappraisal. and equalization ot improvements whioh the Tax commission 
has been sponsoring.- But it should be remembered .that the law requires 
that all property be assessed at full cash value or at a uniform rat io 
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to full cash value. 110 place in the law can be found that permits a dif-
ferent rate for land than for improvements, nor can there be found permission 
to assess land with improvement s at a rate different from that used for 
land Without improvements. 
Likewise, the assessment of land separately- from the improvemeu.ts 
appertaining thereto 1s untenable. This method of assessing property 
is untenable in tha.t the separation of the component parts of an economic 
unit occurs Without regard to the proportion each plays in producing an 
income to the property owner. It stands to reason that since income 
property, consisting ot land and improvements, is an entirety in produc-
ing benefits to the property owner in the form of net earnings upon which 
rest the value of the entire property, it should be taken as a whole, and 
not in the fractional parts added together, to derive the total value. 
Prob.'!e Reasons tor OVerassessmeIIt 2! SnaIl Properties. Although 
it is difficult to find and measure specific· reasons for this apparent over-
assessment of flnall properties, when compared with the assessmeDt ratio 
of lara-r properties, a number of possibilities should be conSidered. The 
·poBsibilitT of discrimination between property owners for political 
reasons could possibly explain some of the d1f'f.erence in ratios of assess-
ment. The State Tax Commission found that this was one of the rea.sons tor 
dispart1t1ea occurring between rates of assessment for improvements, but 
the examination of the data us-ea has failed to reveal that this was a 
probable cause for disparities between rates of assessmeDt for tar.m 
lands. It is admitted that the individual owner of. large properties !s 
apt to have more political prestige and political power than t~e 1n-
d1v1dual owner ot small properties. However, it is possib~e that other 
tactors-could be responsib1e tar this apparent po1itica1 rl.or1tima. 
I 
The possible factors could be (1) the greater impressiveness of large 
numbers, and (2) the aggravation of disparities through blanket changes 
of the assessed valuation. 
The general under-assessment ot large properties could be possibly 
due to a proportionately greater impressiveness of large numbers, For 
example, assume two pieces o~ far.m land, differing in size but located 
in the same taxing district, and owned by different taxpayers. Assume 
further that the one parcel was assessed at $250.00 while the other par-
eel was assessed at $5,000.00. SUppose stlll· !urther, that when the 
assessment for the next year 1s made, that it is necessary for a 15 per 
cent increase in the assessed valuat ions to be made. An inorease in the 
assessed valuation of 137.50 on the small piece of property is not as 
likely to make as much ~press1on on either the mind of the assessor or 
lhe taxpayer as will the 1750.00 increase on. the larger piece. The &8-
sessor may make his assessments with the best intention to 88S8SS all 
property un 1 f'o rmi ly , but, because of' the greater impressiveness 0 t . large 
numbers, he may hesitate to make as a proportionately large increase in 
the assessed valuat ion of the large properties than in the assessed val.-
uat ion of' the smaller properties. 
When these two taxpayers receive their notices of valuation, the 
owner ot the large piece ii more apt to complain to the aasew.or and/or 
county board ot equalization-tor the tmpress~venes. of large numbers 
applies equally well to the property owner as to the assessor. An increase 
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of .750.00 in assessed valuation Will exert a greater influeDCe in the 
taxpayer's mind than Will an increase of .37.50, even though. the increase 
in assessed value on the larger piece 1s in direct proportion to the 
increase on the smaller piece. 
Likewise, when the taxes are computed, the large property !lWIler is 
more apt to' complain than 1s the small property owner. Suppose that in 
this taxing district the mill levy were 30 mills per thousand dollars ot 
valuation. The increase ~D. the amoUnt ot taxes that each 1s required to 
pay is .1.03 tor the small property owner and .22.50 for the large pro-
perty owner. It may not be profitable tor the small property owner to 
make a trip to the county seat and meet with the board ot equalization.; 
but it the large property owner could obtain a reduction in the assesse' 
valuation ot his property, he could. profitably make such a trip. Thus 
the small property owner is more liable to sutfer a disadvantage silEll~J.y 
and perhaps unknowingly. 
Assuem that the Tax COmmission, upon the examination of the rates 
of assessment in this particular taxing district, found that the type at 
property under which these two parcels would tall was under-assessed 
when compared with the assessments of other types of properties in this 
taxing district aild throughout the state. Assume further that the smal1 
piece ot property was assessed 70 per cent of its 'full cash value and 
that the large piece of property was assessed at 30 per cent of its full 
cash value; and that the Tax Oommission ordered a blanket raise in the 
assessed valuations of the type of property to which these two belong. 
The effect would be to aggravate the disparities between the assessment 
ratios of these two properties. The new assessed valuat ions for these 
tlllO properties \\t)uld be 7'1 per cent of the full cash va.lue tor the smaller 
piece and 3S per ce~t of the fuJ.J. cash value for the larger piece. Or the 
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disparities between the 8fjsEissment ratios would be aggravated by 4 per 
cent between these two properties. 
Consequences ~ Over Assessment of Small Properties. As a consequence 
of the higher rate of ass~ssment ratio for small parcels of improved 
farm land, they are required to bear a portion of the taxes which the law 
intends to be borne by the larger parc els of Propert7. In other words, 
the owners of small parcels of real estate are required to pay part of 
the taxes which should be paid by the owners of large parcels of pro-
perty. Tables 4 and 5 show, in per cent, the excess taxes which the 
small parcels of improved farm lands were required to pay during the 
last 10 years because of'differences :in as'sessment ratios between large 
. and small propert ies. They also show the reduct10n in taxes on large 
parcels and the per cent of the total tax misplaced because of this dif-
terence in assessment ratios. 
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Table 4. Assessed valuation and approx~ate tax levy per .100 of sales price of improved tar.m land; and excess 
tax levy per .100 sales price on average pieces ot property and total sales pri ee. 
Assessed 'fax Levy Total TaX- Sale-i -priee EXcess tax levIed 
Size Value per on above or ot awerage Total on average On total 
group t100 ot 1100 sales belOW piece of sales piece ot sales Total Tax 
Sales price Eriea avera~e EroEerty Erice propertz price 
(1) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) (6) (7) ( 8) (9) 
Below 
• 500 172.33 t1.97 .0.40 • 242. • 48,129 • 0.97 $192.52 • 948.14 500- . 
999 66~51 .L.S2 .25 627. 1U,018 1.5'1 277.55 2,020.53 
1000-
1499 62.89 1.72 .15 1,119. 133.2157 1.68 199.89 2,292.02 
1500-
1999 60.63 1.66 .09 1,69S. .1.46,076 1.53 .1.31.47 2,424.86 
2000-
2499 59.26 1.62 .05 2,276· 141,1l.6 1.J.4 70.56 2,286 • .1.0 
2500-
3499 58.25 .1..59 .02 2,916. ..1.95,383 .58 39.08 3,106.59 
3500-
4499 55.00 1.50 -.07 3,717. 85,488 -2.60 -59.84 1,282.32 
4500-
&. over 49.08 1.34 -.23 6,932 38l,289 -15.94 -876.96 5,109.27 
Oomputation ot table 4: 
columns 1, 2, 5, and 6 are self explanatory. 
columna 3 was computed by multiplying the mill levy ( •• 0273) by column 2. . 
column 4 is the deviation ot each size group trom the aver86e tax rate per 1100 ot sales price tor all groups. 
oolumn '7 was computed by multiplying column 5 by column 4 and dividing by 100. 
column 8 was computed by multiplying column i by eolumn 4 and dividing by 100. 
column 9 was computed by multiplying column 6 by column 3 and dividing by 100. 
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Table 5. Decrease in taxes on large properties, increase on small pro-
pert ies, and per cent ot tot al taxes misplac ad bee aus e of in-
equalities between assessment ratios ot large aDd small par-
oels ot property. 
Decrease i~ tax on large 
prope:rt ie s • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . 
Increase tn,tax on small 
properties • • • • • • • 
Total t ax misplaced because ot 
inequalities in assessment 
rat i08 • • • • • • • • • • • 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
7.4~ 
It 18 evident, fmm table 3, 4, and 5, that small parcels ot improved 
farm lands are generally over-assessed, and that the small properties 
included in this study were required to bear about 12.78 per cent of the 
taxes which, according to law, shoUld have been bone by the larger 
properties. 
It the data used in this study are fairly representative at the oon-
ditions existing throughout Cache Oounty, it 1s possible to estimate 
the amount ot taxes which were wrongfUlly levied upon small parcels of 
improved farm land because ot over-assessment. Em~s. toe. levied on 
the small pieces of farm land, as represented in table 4 and 5, were 
4.'15 per cent of the total levy. This per cent was applied to the total 
taxes levied against improved farm land in Cache Oounty. The results 
are shOllD. 1n table 6: 
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Table 6. probable amount of t axes wrongfully levied on small pare els of 
~proved tarom land in Cache oounty, 1930 to ~939, inclusive. 
Taxe. levied on Excess taxes wrongfully 
year 1m.proTed t8l'SD. land levied on small parcels 
( a) 
1930 t236,126 111,2.16 
J.931 246,611 11,524 
1932 166,288 7,899 
1933 150,378 7,143 
1934 J.42,470 6,767 
.L935 J.43,4'79 6,815 
J.936 116,244 5,522 
1937 126,233 5,996 
J.938 124,8'11 5,93J. 
J.939 127,534 (b) 6,057 
Total .72,870 
(a) state Tax Commission Reports, 1931-1938, pa.ssim. 
(b) county Auditor's Recapitulation ot Taxes Levied, 19S. 
This discrimination against small properties certainly must be a 
hinderance to farm ownership and must lower the standard of living of 
those who make their living operat ing small farms. Those mo are about 
to begin their careers as f~ers usually buy a small parCel at first. 
The large farms are beyond the reach ot the majority Of theee prospective 
farmersj and the small farms are made less profitable by shifting part of 
the t axes which shOUld legally be paid by the owners of the large properties 
on to them. 
Because of this apparent discrimination against small properties, 
the owners of these :r;ropertin~ are deprived of seven 11.000.00 automobiles 
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a year. or, they are deprived of two $3,600.00 homes a year; or approx1-
mately 60 acres of improved farm land a year; or one hundred and forty-tive 
.50.00 radios a year~ or forty-eight $150.00 electric refrigerators a year; 
or seventy-three $100.00 washing machines a year; or 24,290 pounds of 
. -
30-cent butter. The foregoing illustrations are used to emphasize more 
tully the effect of unequal assessments upon the standard of living of 
the small tanner, and the interpretation should not be that if there 
was equality in the assessment of farm property that 7 additional small 
farmers would be able to buy a neW' automobile each year, or 2 new homes, 
ete. However, it does show the rank injustices that exist in unequal 0-
easements of f~ property. 
Inequalities .Among Individual Properties. unequal assessments be-
tween large and snall parcels of improved farm land are not the only 
inequalities existing in assessment ratios in Cache county. Yide di8-
crepancies also exist between the assessment ratios ot individual proper-
ties. When it is said that small properties are assessed at 72 per cent 
of their sales price, this does not mean that all small properties are 
assessed at exactly that ratio. some may be assessed at 125 per cent ot 
their sales price, w~ile others may be assessed at 50 per cent of their 
sales priee. The s~e holds true with large properties. some may be 
assessed at 30 per cent ot their sales price, While others may be assessed 
at 90 per cent. It will be remembered that the average ratio ot assessed 
valuat ion to sales price was 5'7.50 per cent. This does not mean that all 
the properties included in this study was 8$sessed at exactly 5'7.5 per 
cent t but some of them were dispersed around this average. Absolute 
equality would exist it all these properties .ere assessed at 57.5 per 
cent of true value. But everyone 1s fully aware that complete equality 
in assessment is unattainable, and that approximate equality is the only 
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practical goal. Full equality 1s approached as the proportion of all 
items are more closely concentrated about the average. If it is possible 
to measure the degree of scatter or deviation of each individual assess-
ment ratio from the average ratio, it is possible to measure or tell to 
what degree inequalities exist between the assessment ratios of individual 
properties. 'fo measure this degree ot d.ispersion from the average asse8S-
ment ratio, 57.50 per cent, a coefficient of dispersion has been used. l 
The coefficient of ~isper8ioJl for the IO-year period, when in-
equalities between the assessment ratios of individual properties, are 
considered, was .3331. This means that, insofar as these 788 sues o~ 
tarm property are concerned, 16.65 per cem of the total tax burden on 
these over-assessed properties was levied in excess ot legal requirements. 
As a measure ot the degree of progress in equalization Which has 
occurred over the last lO-years, the coefficient of dispersion was eom~uted 
1. To disperse means to seatter, thus, dispersion about an average means 
the scatter about the average and to sa, that seTeral items or w1dely 
dispersed means that they are widely scattered. The coettic~ent of 
dispersion 1s a measure ot the degree of scatter ot the several 1t ems 
about the average. It all items were aS888sed at 57.5 per cent ot 
their true value, 'there would b~ no dIspersion and the coefficient of 
dispersion would be zero. But if one property was assessed at 30 per 
cent of its true value, while another was assessed at 60 per cem of 1ts 
true value, and another was assessed at 130 per cent at it s true value, 
1 t could be said that they were widely scattered or the dispersion •• 
great. To express the inequalities in assessment ratios in tams ot 
the coefficient ot dispersion the following steps are necessary: 
(1) Add the 3 items and divide by 3 to find the average ratio 
of asses~ent to true value; (2) find the ditference between this 
average and each item by subtraction; (3) add these differences pay-
ing no attention to minus signs; (4) divide by 3 (the number of items) 
to find the average deviation; (5) divide the average deviation by the 
average rate 01' aSBessment tor the 3 items. This gives the coefticient 
of d1spersion. 
To determine the amount, in per cent, of t~es which are misplaced, 
it is necessary to divide the coeftioient of dispersion by 2; since, 
half of the tax burden 'WO,uld necessarily fallon each side ot the mean. 
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Ef'f'ect 2! ~ Change .2! .Assessors ~ Inequalities. This retrogres-
sion can possibly be explained by the "equalization" efforst on the part 
of the Tax Conmission in reappraising improvements with the consequent 
accentuation between properties in assessment ratios. Another factor that 
could be responsible for this retrogression is the change that occurred 
in the assessor's office. A new assessor was elected in 1934, which is 
the next preceding year before a marked increase in the coeffiCient of 
dispersion. In all fairness to the present assessor it should be stated 
that the old county assessor had had experience of assessing property for 
tax purposes before 1930, whereas the new assessor had had 1itt.le experience 
in the assessment of' property f'or tax purposes before l.935. This is an 
illustration of one of the glaring weaknesses of our present system, 
Viz., that assessors should be selected for ability and qualification and 
given a permanancy of otfice. It is a criticism of the system and not 
ot the individual. 
Table 7. Ooefficient of dispersion between assessment ratiOS of indivi-
dual properties, irrespective of Size, in Cache County 
Year 
1930 
~931 
.l932 
.1933 
1934 
1935 
.l93~ 
.l93'1 
1938 
J.939 
Ooefficient or 
dispersion 
.3393 
.3.l28 
.3.l05 
.3.l60 
.3.1.l8 
.3703 
.3676 
• 355tJ 
.3343 
.31.24 
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It should be noted tha~ the new assessor has become more skillful 
in assessing properties equally as he acquires more experience in the 
valuation of property; likewise, he has become more skillful in the vaJ.-
uation of properties for tax purposes than was the old assessor. This 
ean be seen when the last year of the first term of office and the first 
year of the second term. of office is compared for each man. ,If Cache 
county is going to ,experience another retrogression in equalization 
with the election of a new assessor, it would be Wise, in the interest 
of e~al and just taxation, to retain the present assessor in office 
as long as feasible. 
Inequalities Among Taxing Districts. then the degree of inequality 
in the valuation if improved far.m land, irrespective of Size, between 
taxing districts is conSidered, a coefficient of dispersion of .0407 
is obtained, indicating that the problem of equalization is one for the 
assessor rather than for the board of equalization or the Tax Oommission. 
Ihen size or the individ.ual properties are considered, irrespective 
ot location, the average inequality of asse$sment is .0942. This means 
that 4.71 per cent of the total tax levied on tlB property inCluded in 
this study was placed on small properties in excess ot legal require- ' 
menta, ,because ot over-assessment. This figure is re\SOnably near the 
figure arrived at by another method. 
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IX. CONCLUSIONS 
In these efforts to measure the degree ot equality in the valua-
tion of farm land for tax purposes, a few facts stand out that deserve 
to be summarized: 
(l) That inequalities exlst',between the assessment ratios for in-
dividual parcels of improved farm land irrespective of size and location. 
( 2) That inequali ti es exist b atwsen large and fID. all propert ies • 
(3) That inequalities between taxing disptricts are relatively un-
important when compared with other inequalities that exist. 
(4) The foregoing facts indicate that the greatest inequalities 
occur at the assessor's point of contact with the prOperty. 
(5) That the election of' a new assessor, not fam1lar with asses8-
1ng properties, may cause retrogresaion in the equalization efforts 
rather than progression. 
(6) That the assessor should be seleoted on ability and qual1fiea-
tiona and given a permanency of offiee. 
(7) That the greater r~lative impressiveness of large numbers are 
apt to cause disparities to exist between assessment ratios for indivi-
dual prOP8rt 18 s. 
(8) That blanket raises may aggravate the disparities already ex-
isit1ng between assessment ratios. 
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x. SUWiAllY 
1. The history of the general property tax is replete With gross 
inequalities and rank injustices. The assessment ot property. has been 
uns"atisfactory and equalization inadequate, so that unequal tax burdens, 
high delinquencies, and wmec8ssarily high tax rates have existed. 
2. No major attempt to correct these abuses was suecessfUlly 
initiated until the Tax Conmis81on was created in 1931." 
3. Although the general property tax has been declining in im-
portance during the last decade, it 1s st 111 the major source of revenue 
for state and local. taxes. 
4. The present method of determining the assessed value ot rural 
lands in Cache County is empirical. The present method is based entirely 
on judgment aIJd there are admitted flaws which the t axing officials are 
t~ing to correct. 
5. To detemine what inequalities exist between the assessment 
ratios of individual parcels of farm land, in Caohe county, data on 788 
selected sales were gathered and analyzed. 
6. It was found that inequalities exist between the assessment 
ratios for individual properties of ~proved farm land, in cache county, 
irrespective ot size or location of tar.m properties. 
'1. Small. properties are required to bear 12.78 per cent of the taxes 
which, rightfully and legally, should have been borne by larger properties. 
8. Improvements on tarm land t end to accentuate the disparities in 
assessment rat i08 between SDlall parcels of farm property and large J;&rcels 
of far.m property. 
9. Inequalities between taxing districts are relat ively unimportant 
when compared with the other inequalities that exist. 
10. The foregoing facts indicate that the source of the greatest 
ti3 
inequalities in tar.m land assessments, in Cache county, 1s at the as-
sessor's point ot contract with the property. 
11. The election of a new assessor, not familiar with the pro-
cedure ot assessing properties tor t~xation purposes, may cause retro-
gression in equalization rather than progression. 
12. The relative impressiveness of large numbers may cause dis-
parities to exist between assessment ratios tor individual properties. 
13. Blanket adjustments tend to aggravate disparities between 
assessment ratios. 
14. A systematic plan of rural land appraisal has been developed 
which embodies certain fundamental principles of land appraisal. This 
plan is compatible with the recent reappraisals of ~prOTements and 
could be conducted under the auspices ot the state or county governments • 
• 
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